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    01. No More Games  02. Timeslip  03. Childs Heaven  04. Akashamind  05. Avatar Man  06.
When I Was Young  07. This Planet  08. Blue Angel Wings  09. Rainbow Girl  10. Life
Experience  11. Memory of Love  12. Blessed in Your Grace    Slick Yella - Lead Vocals  Doug
Brockie - Guitars, Orchestration, Ld & Backing vocals  Brian Allen - Electric basses fretted &
fretless  George Dum - Drums  Monica Johnson,Kia Thorton,Toni Sumler - Backup singers     

 

  

Powerhouse Spiritualized Rock... in the Omnipresent Light... As one comes into a greater
understanding, that everything we create and send out as creative beings, goes out... and
returns to the sender, we develop a greater capacity in comprehending, the true power that
comes from within, balanced with gratitude & humility, and the obligations that come with it. All
souls carry a divine gift, destiny and opportunity in their own limited and unlimited capacities, to
manifest the unseen forces in "Donoring the Light" to all we contact. And therein we all have a
tremendous responsibility and opportunity,that we all can and should fulfill. This is Your Divine
Inheritance from The Creator of all things! It is most important to develop a greater sense of
"Divine Urgency" in the manifestation of our Dreams. Entertainment is just that... Entertainment!
And extremely real in it's most dangerous forms of manifestation and harmfulness, when the
creator is unaware...or worse...actually totally aware of his creation's effect, on all it touches...
but not understanding or realizing it's inevitable return...in the universal force to the creator who
then reaps what he or she has sown! On the other hand... "Inner & Outer God
realized,Self-Actualized Attainment" is another way... and achievement. Those who are
becoming awakened and more aware of the illusive and misleading aspects of this lifes matrix
,which is one of the great challenges of this dream we call life... and to realize the healing that is
taking place in their own lives, unshackled by the false perceptions and concepts they had been
force fed for eons of time... in them the miraculous occurs.

  

To master the Inner & Outer challenges, and realize your absolute oneness with the Light and
"Source of all things," which is working through all of us as "Human Celestial Terrestrial Beings"
in the great awakening,is our divine destiny. Cosmic music carries the wonderous power to heal
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those that are sorrowful and diseased in the heart and soul... now is the time more than ever for
a great spiritual awakening in the creative arts, music,communication and all forms of media.
Majestic spiritualized and soulful creativity in art,music and all forms never seems to grow old
but gets better with age... It's got that forever magic stardust feeling in it...You can't get enough
of that kind of stuff... ---cduniverse.com
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